
Colorful Cowl

By Colorful Yarns
Yarn Along The Rockies 2016

Finished Measurements:

Gauge:
12 stitches = 4”

Yarn:
2 skeins of Classic  Elite Chateau/Chalet 50 
grams each or total of 194 yards chunky yarn 
(for smaller cowl) or 2 skeins of Berroco Inca 
Tweed 100 grams each or total of 306 yards 
chunky yarn (makes larger cowl)

Needles & Notions:
US Size 13 16” circular needles for smaller 
cowl  /  size 13  40 or 47” circular for larger 
cowl
Tapesty Needle

Abbreviations:
BO bind off
CO cast on
inc increase
K, k knit
p purl
RS right side
st(s) stitch(es)
WS wrong side
Wyinf with yarn in front
yo yarnover

About Colorful Yarns

Colorful Yarns is a yarn shop located in Centennial, Co near the 
Streets of Southglenn Mall. In 2015 we celebrated our 10th 
Anniversary! If you just found us on Facebook, please stop in and let 
us know!

Construction Notes

This cowl has two size options. The smaller size uses a shorter cable 
(16”) and 2 skeins of Classic Elite Chateau/Chalet chunky yarn. It is 
12” wide by 11.5” long. The larger version, the Inca Tweed Cowl, is 
worked on a 40”-47” cable and with 2 skeins of Berroco Inca Tweed 
chunky yarn. 



Colorful Cowl
Yarn Along The Rockies 2016Pattern

For Chateau/Chalet Cowl (smaller size)
Cast on 81 stitches onto size 13 circular needles, join in 
the round making sure not to twist any stitches, place a 
marker at the beginning of the round   Work the four 
row pattern repeat until you have just enough yarn to 
bind off.  

For Inca Tweed Cowl (larger size)
Cast on 161 and join in the round making sure not to 
twist any stitches. Place a marker at the beginning of 
the round. Work the 4 Row Pattern repeat until you 
have just enough yarn to bind off.

4 Row Pattern
Row 1: Knit all stitches  (This is the wrong side of your 
fabric)
Row 2: Knit 1, *K1B, Knit 1*, repeat from * to end 
Row 3: Knit all stitches
Row 4: K2, K1B, *K1, K1B*, repeat from * to the last 
two stitches, K2

To “Knit 1 Below”, put the tip of your needle through 
the center of the stitch below the stitch on the needle 
and slip off both strands at the same time. Make 
certain that you are going through the center of the 
stitch below and can see the two strands of yarn when 
pulling the yarn through the stitch.

Finishing
Weave in all ends.
Wash and block to measurements.
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